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Background: Dacomitinib is the first second-generation epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase
inhibitor (EGFR-TKI) to significantly improve overall survival in the patients of EGFR mutation-positive
inoperable or postoperative recurrent non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, dermatologic adverse
events (AEs) increase with dacomitinib treatment, and the management strategy for dermatologic AEs is
crucial. In particular, a proactive strategy has become desirable in clinical practice settings. We designed a
trial to assess a proactive strategy for dermatologic AEs associated with dacomitinib treatment.
Methods: This is a single-arm, prospective, open-label, multicenter, phase II trial. Patients with advanced
NSCLC harboring EGFR-activating mutations will receive dacomitinib and prophylactic treatment as
follows: minocycline, skin moisturizer, topical steroid, and sunscreen. Treatment will be continued until
progressive disease or any of the discontinuation criteria are met. The primary endpoint is the incidence
of dermatologic AEs (≥ grade 2) in the first 8 weeks of dacomitinib treatment. Secondary endpoints are the
proportion of dose reduction of dacomitinib, progression-free survival, and safety.
Discussion: We are conducting a phase II study to explore the preventive efficacy of prophylactic
medication against dacomitinib-induced dermatologic AEs.
Trial registration: jRCTs071190015.
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Introduction

first second-generation EGFR-TKI to significantly improve

Epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors
(EGFR-TKIs) are key drugs in patients with metastatic
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) harboring EGFRactivating mutations. Compared with first-generation
EGFR-TKI (e.g., gefitinib, erlotinib), dacomitinib is the
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overall survival (1). Progression-free survival was also
significantly prolonged in dacomitinib treatment compared
with gefitinib treatment [14.7 vs. 9.2 months; hazard ratio
(HR) 0.50; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.47–0.74],
especially in the Asian population (18.2 vs. 10.9 months; HR
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0.43; 95% CI, 0.32–0.59). However, the rate of any grade
3 adverse event (AE) increases in dacomitinib treatment
compared with gefitinib treatment (51% vs. 30%) (2). The
most common grade 3–4 AEs were dermatitis acneiform
(14% vs. 0%). Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders were
the most frequent causes of permanent discontinuation due
to dacomitinib-induced AEs (3).
Besides treatment interruption, dermatologic AEs
can lead to dose reduction, as well as having a negative
impact on patients’ quality of life and social functioning
(4,5). The management strategy for dermatologic AEs is
crucial in dacomitinib treatment. Topical antibiotics or
topical corticosteroids are generally recommended for the
initial treatment of mild cases (grade 1) of EGFR-TKIrelated skin rash. For the more severe rash (≥ grade 2),
oral antibiotics, mainly tetracycline class antibiotics, can be
prescribed (6). Comprehensive pre-emptive treatment (skin
moisturizer, sunscreen, topical steroid and minocycline)
also significantly reduced drug-induced skin toxicities
(≥ grade 2) compared with placebo among Japanese patients
with metastatic colorectal cancer receiving panitumumab
treatment (7).
The standard symptomatic treatment of EGFR-TKIinduced dermatologic AEs is topical corticosteroids;
however, a proactive strategy has become desirable in
clinical practice settings. Therefore, we conducted a phase
II study to explore the preventive efficacy of prophylactic
medication against dacomitinib-induced dermatologic AEs
in patients with metastatic NSCLC.
Methods
Objective and endpoint
With the above background, the present study is underway to
explore the efficacy of a prophylactic strategy for dermatologic
AEs resulting from dacomitinib treatment in patients with
advanced NSCLC harboring EGFR-activating mutations.
The primary endpoint is the incidence of dermatologic AEs
(≥ grade 2) during the first 8 weeks of dacomitinib treatment.
The secondary endpoints are the incidence of dose reduction
of dacomitinib during the first 8 weeks of dacomitinib
treatment, safety, and progression-free survival.
Study design & settings
This is a single arm, prospective, open-label, multicenter,
phase II trial.
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Trial registration number: jRCTs071190015.
Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Patients with NSCLC (excluding squamous cell lung
cancer):
 Confirmed histologically or cytologically;
 With clinical stage IIIB, IIIC, or IV disease or
postoperative recurrence;
 Harboring EGFR-activating mutations;
 Naïve to dacomitinib treatment;
 Performance status (ECOG) of 0 to 2;
 Age ≥20 years;
 Having at least 1 measurable lesion according to
RECIST criteria ver.1.1.
Patients with adequate organ function (bone marrow,
liver, kidney, etc.) which fulfill the following criteria within
2 weeks prior to enrollment:
3
3
 White blood cell count ≥3,000/mm , ≤12,000/mm ;
3
 Neutrophil count ≥1,500/mm ;
3
 Platelet count ≥100,000/mm ;
 Hemoglobin ≥9.0 g/dL;
 Aspartate aminotransferase ≤100 IU/L;
 Alanine aminotransferase ≤100 IU/L;
 Serum bilirubin ≤1.5 mg/dL;
 Serum creatinine ≤1.5 mg/dL;
 SpO2 (room air) ≥90%.
The following time is required between prior treatment
and dacomitinib initiation.
(I) Chemotherapy: ≥2 weeks pass since the final
administration of prior chemotherapy.
(II) E G F R - T K I : t h e n e x t d a y a f t e r t h e l a s t
administration if there are dermatologic AEs of
grade 1 or less.
(III) Radiation therapy: in the case of radical radiation
for chest, ≥4 weeks have passed since the day of
final radiation.
Patients who provide written informed consent are
eligible to participate in the study.
Exclusion criteria
The participant must be excluded from the trial if the
participant:
(I)
Has a known history of prior malignancy except
if the participant has undergone potentially
curative therapy with no evidence of recurrence
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of that disease for 5 years since initiation of the
curative therapy (the time requirement does not
apply to participants who underwent successful
definitive treatment for intramucosal carcinoma or
carcinoma in situ);
(II) Is pregnant, breastfeeding, or expecting to
conceive or father children within the projected
duration of the study;
(III) Has a known psychiatric disorder which would
make trial participation difficult;
(IV) Has interstitial lung disease, drug-induced
pneumonitis or radiation pneumonitis with active
status;
(V) Has intestinal paresis or intestinal obstruction;
(VI) Is unable to take oral medication;
(VII) Has an active infection requiring intravenous
antibiotics or anti-fungal therapy;
(VIII) Has spinal cord compression, or symptomatic
and unstable brain metastases, except for patients
who have completed definitive therapy, are not on
steroids, and have a stable neurologic status for
at least 2 weeks after completion of the definitive
therapy and steroids;
(IX) Has severe or uncontrolled systemic diseases,
including uncontrolled hypertension, active
bleeding diatheses, severe arrhythmia requiring
medication, continuous diarrhea, unstable angina
with symptoms within the past 3 weeks, or
myocardial infarction within the past 6 months;
(X) Has a known sensitivity to any component of
the following medications: minocycline, skin
moisturizer containing heparinoid, topical steroid,
and sunscreen;
(XI) Is not suitable to participate in the trial, as judged
by an investigator.
Dose and treatment regimens
Dacomitinib (45 mg orally, once daily) will be administered
at a regular time. If patients forget to take the medication,
it must be taken within 12 hours after the regular time,
otherwise it should be skipped.
Prophylactic treatment for dermatologic AEs will start
on day 1 and be administered through to 8 weeks after the
initiation of dacomitinib. A schematic illustration of the
study is provided in Figure 1. Pre-emptive treatment can
continue after the study period as a choice and the details of
the treatment are as follows:
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(I)
(II)

Minocycline (100 mg orally, once daily);
Skin moisturizer containing heparinoid (twice daily
for face, neck, chest, back, and extremities);
(III) Medium topical steroid (class IV, twice daily for
face);
(IV) Very strong topical steroid (class II, twice daily for
neck, chest, back, and extremities);
(V) Sunscreen (sun protection factor ≥25, protection
factor UVA 4–8 and UVA and UVB protection).
Withdrawal, discontinuation criteria
Patient cannot continue to receive the protocol treatment,
if they meet the following criteria:
(I)
Disease progression;
(II) Complications of interstitial lung disease;
(III) Complications of non-hematologic AEs (≥ grade 4);
(IV) Three-fold dose reduction needed;
(V) Discontinuation of treatment with 3 weeks or
more;
(VI) Request for withdrawal from the study;
(VII) Difficult to receive continuous treatment (due to
relocation, hospital referral);
(VIII) Participant dies during the trial;
(IX) Be worthy of exclusion from the trial for reasons
that are clarified after enrollment;
(X) Investigator’s decision to discontinue the protocol
treatment.
Prohibited concomitant treatments
The following treatments are prohibited during the
ongoing trial:
(I) For the treatment of cancer: chemotherapy,
immunotherapy, hormone therapy, biological
response modifier treatment, radiation, surgery, or
hyperthermia.
(II) Other investigational new drugs with an expected
antineoplastic effect.
Patients cannot continue to receive the protocol treatment
if these treatments are required during the trial period.
Rationale for setting the number of enrolled participants
From the data of ARCHER 1042 trial, the incidence
of dermatologic AEs (≥ grade 2) in the first 8 weeks of
dacomitinib treatment was reported to be 46% in the
placebo group and 23% in the prophylactic doxycycline
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Patients with non-small non-squamous cell lung cancer
Clinical stage IllB, IllC, or IV or postoperative recurrence
Harboring EGFR activating mutations
Performance statue (ECOG) of 0 to 2
Age ≥20

Informed consent/enrollment

Dacomitinib (45 mg orally, once daily)
Prophylactic treatment for dermatologic adverse events
1)

Minocycline

2)

Skin moisturizer containing heparinoid

(100 mg orally, once daily)

3)

Medium topical steroid (Class IV, twice daily for face)

4)

Very strong topical steroid

5)

Sunscreen

(twice daily for face, neck, chest, back and extremities)

(Class II, twice daily for neck, chest, back and extremities)
(sun protection factor ≥25, protection factor UVA 4-8
and UVA and UVB protection)

Figure 1 Study flow chart.

group (8). We determined an expected incidence proportion
of 23% and a threshold incidence proportion of 46%.
Assuming 90% power and a one-sided alpha level of 0.05,
we calculated that we needed 36 subjects using a binominal
test. Considering a 10% rate of loss to follow-up, we
planned to enroll 40 subjects (9).
Population to be analyzed
We will use the full analysis set (FAS) for all analyses except
for safety. We will also use the per-protocol set (PPS) for
the primary analysis. For the safety analysis, we will provide
the safety analysis set (SAS).
FAS: Whole enrolled trial population except as follows: (I)
patients without informed consent; (II) patients who do not
receive any protocol treatment; or (III) patient who retract
their informed consent for this study. Final judgement
will be made based on discussions among the principal
investigator, the research center, the trial statistician, and
the data center.
PPS: PPS includes FAS without the following: (I)
violation of inclusion criteria; (II) violation of exclusion
criteria; (III) violation of concomitant medication criteria;
or (IV) violation of concomitant treatment criteria. Final
judgement will be made based on discussion among
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the principal investigator, the research center, the trial
statistician, and the data center.
SAS: SAS includes the whole enrolled trial population
except as follows: (I) patients who do not receive any
protocol treatment; or (II) patients who retract their
informed consent for this study. Final judgement will be
made based on discussion among the principal investigator,
the research center, the trial statistician, and the data center.
Statistical methods
We will adopt a one-sided significance level of 0.05 for the
primary end-point analysis, and a two-sided alpha level of
0.05 for the other analyses. We will not impute missing
values. The principal investigator, the research center and
the trial statistician will confer about clinical competence
and data handling, including outlier values. We will
estimate the incidence proportion and 90% confidence
interval using the Wald method. The primary analysis will
be met if the upper 90% confidence limit is 46% or less.
For sensitivity analysis, we plan to do same analysis using
the PPS. We will estimate the proportion of dose reduction
of dacomitinib and 95% confidence interval using the Wald
method. For progression-free survival, we will estimate the
survival curve, median progression-free survival time, and
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annual survival rates using the Kaplan-Meier method. We
will adopt the Brookmeyer and Crowley method for the
estimation of median progression-free survival time and the
Greenwood method for the estimation of the standard error
of annual survival rates. For safety, we will use descriptive
statistics and summarize the incidence and degree of AEs.
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